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files because it is located at root dir of operating system.Try
this.Tuesday, June 11, 2012 The following is an on-line version of a
letter I recently sent to the Congress of the United States. You may

want to print it out and use it as a petition. Dear Senators and
Representatives of the United States Congress, I am a patriotic
resident of the State of Pennsylvania and a citizen of the United

States of America. I am writing to you because I am deeply
disturbed by the State Department's recent approval of the sale of
weapons to Saudi Arabia. In particular, I am troubled by a recent
report that Saudi Arabia recently used U.S. made weapons in an
attack in Yemen. As you know, a rogue general, Mohammad bin

Salman, has taken power in Saudi Arabia, and if Congress does not
take action to block this, Saudi Arabia may be the largest purchaser
of the U.S. Military. This will result in the U.S. losing control over the

use of the weapons we are selling and has already been used for
American citizens. I am not opposed to selling weapons to Saudi

Arabia, as that is the right of the U.S. Government. I am opposed to
selling weapons to a country that has already used them against a

targeted person's family members, and I am opposed to selling
them to a country that is known to be the source of a number of

terrorist groups. I urge you to, once and for all, stop the sale of the
weapons that have been used in Yemen and Saudi Arabia to harm
innocent people and their families. Please help me make sure that

the President and Congress do not step forward and give up control
to the Saudis of the use of these weapons.Now that's actually a
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pretty major shift. In Tesla's previous challenges to states, notably
including Washington state's first electric car program, Tesla had
hoped to buy credits for low carbon emissions. In Nevada, Tesla
appealed the Low Carbon Fuel Standard to the Nevada Supreme

Court and lost. That was a more appealing alternative to the
company's ongoing frustration with California's zero-emission
vehicle program. Tesla appealed that case to the US Supreme

Court, which denied its petition earlier this year. In fact, in a letter
to California lawmakers last year, Tesla noted that changing that

program was precisely the kind of in-your-
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